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you are interested in.Â Maps are everywhere and they are, according to self proclaimed map-addict Mike Parker, the unsung heroes of
life. Here he sings their song, celebrating everything cartographic. With a mix of wry observation and hard fact, the offbeat and the
completely pedantic, Parker wages a one-man war against the moronic blandishments of the Sat Nav age. He combines cartographic
history and trivia with memoir and oblique observation to create a highly readable exposÃ© of the world of maps. Ordnance Survey
Maps Asia Map Street Names Cartography Guide Book Holiday Travel Mikey Fudge Addiction. Map Addict: A Tale of Obsession, Fudge
& the Ordnance Survey by Mike Parker - Paperback | HarperCollins. 'My name is Mike and I am a map addict. There, it's saidâ€¦'Mike
Parker, presenter of Radio 4â€™s On the Map, celebrates the richness of all things maps in t My Compass Compass Rose Compass
Tattoo Food Doodles Maps Wind Rose Map Peta Cards. Always head Due Eats! Map Addict is one of those, rambling, discursive books
that educates you about a subject (in a haphazard manner) while mixing in anecdotes from the author's personal life, in the style of Bill
Bryson, perhaps. In this case, the subject is maps. There are chapters about Britain and maps, France and maps, Ordnance Survey
maps, national borders, politics and maps, religion and maps, erotica and maps (!), women and maps, satnav, and doing without
maps.Â The author focuses mainly on the Ordnance Survey Maps and links history to his personal memories. Mike Parker is also a
Rough Guide-writer and thanks to his sense of humour the story of Map Addict never gets dull. See more. Gantois, October 10, 2009.

